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A pangenome graph reference of 30 chicken genomes allows genotyping of large and complex 1 

structural variants. 2 
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Abstract 36 

 37 

Background. The red junglefowl, the wild progenitor of domestic chickens, has historically served as 38 

a reference for genomic studies of domestic chickens. These studies have provided insight into the 39 

etiology of traits of commercial importance. However, the use of a single reference genome does not 40 

capture diversity present among modern breeds, many of which have accumulated molecular changes 41 

due to drift and selection. While reference-based resequencing is well-suited to cataloging simple 42 

variants such as single nucleotide changes and short insertions and deletions, it is mostly inadequate to 43 

discover more complex structural variation in the genome. 44 

Results. We present a pangenome for the domestic chicken consisting of thirty assemblies of chickens 45 

from different breeds and research lines. We demonstrate how this pangenome can be used to catalog 46 

structural variants present in modern breeds and untangle complex nested variation. We show that 47 

alignment of short reads from 100 diverse wild and domestic chickens to this pangenome reduces 48 

reference bias by 38%, which affects downstream genotyping results. This approach also allows for the 49 

accurate genotyping of a large and complex pair of structural variants at the K ‘feathering’ locus using 50 

short reads, which would not be possible using a linear reference. 51 

Conclusions. We expect that this new paradigm of genomic reference will allow better pinpointing of 52 

exact mutations responsible for specific phenotypes, which will in turn be necessary for breeding 53 

chickens that meet new sustainability criteria and are resilient to quickly evolving pathogen threats. 54 
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Introduction 55 

Accurately detecting sequence variation associated with traits of economic importance in the 56 

domestic chicken is a major goal of genetic research into this globally widespread dietary protein 57 

source [1]. Many groups are now genotyping chicken genomes to discover the underlying molecular 58 

basis of specific traits [2–6], but current methods, both sequence- and array-based, have unquantified 59 

limitations in assessing the underlying variation that connects many loci to studied traits. 60 

Investigations in other species into the variant sets compiled by techniques relying on existing linear 61 

references have revealed large gaps in variation discovery ability [7–10]. For the domestic chicken, 62 

improved completeness and accuracy of bioinformatic queries into this variation are of vital 63 

importance to the field, as computational experiments are rapidly becoming the venue of choice to 64 

assess the potential of artificial selection to improve qualities such as growth, nutrient digestibility, 65 

reproduction, and perhaps most importantly, immune resilience. 66 

Current frequently employed methods for genotyping whole genomes mostly share the core 67 

strategy of aligning short reads to a reference genome derived from a single individual [11]; these 68 

references are usually compressed haploid representations of diploid genomes, with toggling of 69 

haplotypes due to haploid compression, or chimeric haploblocks due to allele mixing [12,13]. While 70 

these methods, given a reference genome of sufficient quality and reads of sufficient coverage, are able 71 

to capture most single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertions and deletions (indels) in 72 

populations, they can lead to reference bias [14,15], and they consistently underestimate all types of 73 

structural variants (SVs) [8]. Furthermore, for best performance, the most accurate genotyping 74 

software [16] requires preexisting high-quality data about the distribution of polymorphic sites 75 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/U87l
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/BNVT+3orf+pyhW+JUQ0+W0Vf
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/RcK9+K34D+i8IW+Z4WU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/hWMV
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/xBSB+hY7f
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/SHcX+0Zpp
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/K34D
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/fe2W
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throughout the genome for statistical calibration [17] or model training [18], information that does 76 

not exist for most species. Large-scale long-read resequencing can mitigate some of these limitations 77 

[19], but the high cost and low accuracy of long reads compared to short reads, and the large amount 78 

of existing publicly available short-read sequencing data — for chicken, there are over 40,000 short 79 

read data sets on the SRA at the time of writing but fewer than 500 long read experiments — make a 80 

full transition to the use of long reads for resequencing studies unlikely in the near future. 81 

The limitations of these approximations have led to the evolution of methods in the detection 82 

of SVs [7]. Over the past decade, many algorithms have been developed to detect these segregating and 83 

de novo SVs using short-read approaches [20]. The association of these SVs with traits has been 84 

undeniable but usually overlooked in favor of the more straightforward use of single nucleotide 85 

variants (SNVs) in GWAS studies [20]. The best-performing of these algorithms can detect around 86 

11,000 SVs in humans, but face significant problems with both false positives and false negatives [7]. 87 

In contrast, when using long-read methodologies, this detection threshold nearly doubles [10,21]. In 88 

chicken, several studies have called SVs or copy number variants (CNVs) using the aforementioned 89 

short read algorithms [22,23], but each lacks an understanding of how SV detection could be limited 90 

by not only the short reads used but also the reference to which sequences are aligned. In these studies 91 

and others, content is not only missed but falsely called, with no regional genomic context in how this 92 

variation is best classified. 93 

To counter these limitations, several methods have been developed to create and use 94 

pangenome graphs as references [24–28]. A pangenome graph is a data structure that encodes the 95 

sequence and variation present among the genomes of multiple individuals [29]. While a linear 96 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/6YGL
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/Y0kn
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/N4Da
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/RcK9
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/brrH
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/brrH
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/RcK9
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/tC00+Z4WU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/6dMX+68uf
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/iJqB+PVdX+zHD2+cCiq+rq70
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/vawB
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reference usually contains only the sequence of a single individual, a pangenome includes sequence 97 

common to all individuals as well as information about the position, alleles, and frequencies of each 98 

variant site. The recent publication of a draft pangenome for human demonstrated that this new 99 

paradigm allows recovery of much sequence that appears with nonnegligible frequency in the genomes 100 

of individuals across the species but is missing from even the telomere-to-telomere linear reference 101 

[30]. 102 

An additional advantage of cataloging variation in the form of a pangenome instead of a list of 103 

variants relative to a linear reference is that a pangenome can represent nested variation. For example, if 104 

multiple non-reference individuals have an insertion, but the insertion happened far enough in the 105 

past that the inserted sequence now contains segregating SNVs, variant calls against a linear reference 106 

would treat each version of the insertion as an independent allele, while a pangenome shows the 107 

variant as a single insertion containing additional nested variation within it. By contrast, a linear 108 

representation of this variant would consider each possible path through the insertion as a separate 109 

allele, rather than breaking it down into a single biallelic presence/absence variant along with a series of 110 

smaller variants nested within the presence allele sequence. Furthermore, reads containing no reference 111 

sequence can map to the insertion, whereas when aligning to a linear reference, such reads would either 112 

remain unaligned, or, even worse, map to a different location in the genome with similar sequence. 113 

Alignment of short reads to a pangenome reference instead of a linear reference has been 114 

demonstrated in humans and other species, including birds, to recapitulate and improve downstream 115 

genotype calling accuracy for both small variants (i.e., SNPs and small indels) and larger structural 116 

variants [9,31,32]. Large insertions are nearly uncallable when using short-reads aligned to linear 117 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/i8IW+KRxD+4heD
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references, with the recall of tools such as Delly [33] falling to zero for insertions larger than 400bp, 118 

while graph-based tools such as VG and paragraph [25] are mostly unaffected by variant length [31]. 119 

The human pangenome’s demonstrations of improvements in read mapping, small variant 120 

genotyping, novel variant discovery, SV genotyping, and representation of complex variants [30] show 121 

the potential of this new paradigm for genome references. 122 

In chicken, multiple alignments of reference-guided short-read assemblies [34] and de novo 123 

assemblies of high-error PacBio CLR reads [35] have revealed sequences present among chickens 124 

worldwide but missing from current references, as well as other previously unknown SVs. However, 125 

although these whole-genome alignments were both described as pangenomes by their respective 126 

authors, neither study generated a pangenome graph that can be used by other researchers as a 127 

reference for alignment to overcome the limitations presented by reference bias and difficulty in 128 

capturing SVs. They are further limited by their reliance on short reads or low-accuracy long reads, 129 

respectively, for assembly. 130 

In this study, we use current best practices to generate a pangenome graph of 30 highly 131 

continuous genome assemblies of various chicken breeds, including broilers, layers, and research lines. 132 

We use this pangenome to catalog variation present in the input assemblies, including variation that 133 

was not detectable in studies using other methods, focussing on SVs in an immune system gene and a 134 

feathering-related locus as illustrations. We then go on to align short reads from 100 chickens to the 135 

graph, showing the improved performance of this method for alignment accuracy and genotyping 136 

recall compared to linear reference alignment. We expect that adoption of this new resource will allow 137 

better results in genotyping in future studies, with a goal to move toward more effective uses of 138 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/zqv6
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/PVdX
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/KRxD
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/LmgT
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/4Xc1
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chicken genome references and in the process significantly improve researchers’ ability to discover the 139 

molecular mechanisms that determine bird healthiness. 140 

  141 

Results 142 

Selection of chromosome-level assemblies 143 

To build assembly-based pangenome references, we used the five most continuous 144 

chromosome-level assemblies of the domestic chicken currently available, along with alternate 145 

haplotypes as applicable, and new contig-level assemblies of thirteen additional chickens, most of them 146 

resolved into haplotypes. These chromosome-level assemblies have contig N50 values ranging from 147 

5.47 to 91.3 Mb (see Table 1). This includes the current species reference assembly on NCBI RefSeq, 148 

bGalGal1b, also known as GRCg7b (contig N50 = 18.8 Mb), a haplotype-resolved assembly of a 149 

commercial broiler line created using the trio-binning method and an F1 cross between a 150 

representative commercial broiler and a white leghorn layer [36]. bGalGal1b, as the current RefSeq 151 

reference assembly, is fully annotated, so we use it as the source of annotations in this study. Because 152 

this assembly was made using trio-binning, its creation also resulted in a haplotype-resolved assembly 153 

of the genetic contribution of the other parent, a white leghorn layer. We refer to this assembly as 154 

bGalGal1w, and it is also known as GRCg7w and we use both assemblies in our pangenome. 155 

 We sequenced and assembled to the chromosome level the genomes of two additional broilers 156 

from the Ross (Aviagen) and Cobb (Cobb-Vantress) lines, to capture more of the diversity present 157 

among commercial lines of domestic chickens, and to take advantage of advances in sequencing that 158 

have occurred since the assembly of bGalGal1b and bGalGal1w, especially base-calling improvements 159 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/43AR
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in PacBio’s HiFi/Circular Consensus Sequence (CCS) technology. HiFi reads are accurate enough to 160 

allow the hifiasm algorithm to assemble contigs for both haplotypes [37], so although we only 161 

assembled the primary contigs into chromosomes, we used the alternate contigs during pangenome 162 

construction as well to take full advantage of their individual haploid diversity. 163 

 We also integrated the first nearly complete assembly of a chicken [38]. This assembly is of a 164 

Huxu, a Chinese broiler breed, and we refer to it as “huxu”. 165 

 Finally, we sequenced and assembled both haplotypes of 13 additional chickens to a contig 166 

level using HiFi sequencing (Supplemental table 1). These chickens include research lines bred to 167 

study immune function as well as domestic breeds originating in Spain and Egypt. We produced 168 

sequencing coverage of at least 25x (mean 35x) for each bird based on a genome size of 1.1Gb. We 169 

successfully assembled both haplotypes of 10 out of 13 birds into contigs, and used partially phased 170 

primary contig assemblies of the remaining 3, resulting in a total of 23 assemblies with a minimum 171 

contig N50 of 11 Mb (mean 15 Mb). 172 

 Together, these 30 assemblies represent a diverse set of domestic chickens, including 173 

commercial lines, research lines, and broiler and layer breeds originating on three continents. They also 174 

were assembled using three different techniques: haplotype-resolved trio-binning of the F1 offspring 175 

of a cross between two breeds (bGalGal1b and bGalGal1w), HiFi haplotype-resolved assembly 176 

(bGalGal4, bGalGal5, and additional chickens), and the current best-practice de novo assembly 177 

technique using a combination of HiFi and Oxford Nanopore Ultralong (ONT UL) reads (huxu) 178 

[38]. While collectively these genomes do not come close to fully capturing the diversity of domestic 179 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/B2qG
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/84eF
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/84eF
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chickens worldwide, they provide a good working template of a first pangenome reference of the 180 

domestic chicken genome. 181 

ID Assembled bird Accession Ref Contig N50 (Mb) 

bGalGal1b Commercial broiler GCA_016699485.1 [36] 18.8 

bGalGal1w White leghorn layer GCA_016700215.2 [36] 17.7 

bGalGal4 Ross broiler GCA_027557775.1 N/A 5.47 

bGalGal5 Cobb broiler GCA_027408225.1 N/A 8.33 

HuxuT2T Huxu broiler GCA_024206055.1 [38] 91.3 

Table 1: The five chromosome-level assemblies used as a base for creation of pangenome references 182 

for the domestic chicken. 183 

Creation of pangenome references 184 

We constructed pangenome references of the chicken genome using two different methods, 185 

both used by the Human Pangenome Reference Consortium [30]: PanGenome Graph Builder 186 

(PGGB) [30] and minigraph-cactus [39]. PGGB and minigraph-cactus both take multiple assemblies 187 

as input, perform whole-genome alignments on them, and derive a pangenome graph from these 188 

alignments. We made a preliminary graph using each method and five chromosome-level assemblies 189 

(Table 1). For minigraph-cactus, we then created a 30-assembly graph using these five chromosome-190 

level assemblies as well as the contig-level alternate haplotype assemblies of bGalGal4 and bGalGal5 191 

and assemblies of both haplotypes of thirteen additional chickens from HiFi data (Supplementary 192 

Table 1). We did not create a 30-assembly graph with PGGB due to the computational intractability 193 

of the 5-assembly PGGB graph for downstream applications, as described below. Therefore, the final 194 

two graphs we tested were the 5-assembly PGGB graph and the 30-assembly minigraph-cactus graph. 195 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/43AR
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/43AR
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/84eF
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/oVb4
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The minigraph-cactus pangenome graph contains 49 million nodes and 67 million edges, and 196 

therefore a mean degree, or the number of edges attached to a node, of 1.4. The total length of 197 

sequence represented in the graph is 1.13 Gb. The combined length of nodes traversed by the most 198 

complete assembly, Huxu, is 1.02 Gb. This is smaller than the 1.10 Gb total size of the assembly. This 199 

difference is because a path can traverse the same sequence in the graph multiple times, for example, in 200 

the case of a duplication. Therefore, there is in total 0.11 Gb (9.9%) of additional sequence in the 201 

graph compared to the length of the most complete assembly. Of the other assemblies, bGalGal1b 202 

contributes the most additional sequence, 55.6 Mb, to the graph, while some assemblies contribute as 203 

little as 200 kb of additional sequence as a result of their relatedness to others (Supplementary Figure 204 

S1). 205 

The PGGB pangenome graph contains 33 million nodes and 45 million edges, and therefore 206 

also a mean degree of 1.4. We found that parameter choice had a large effect on the numbers of nodes 207 

and edges, as well as the maximum degree, although not the mean degree (Supplementary Figure S2). 208 

Despite this pangenome being made up of only five assemblies instead of 30, it contains more 209 

sequence than the minigraph-cactus pangenome: the total length of sequence represented in the 210 

PGGB graph is 1.23 Gb, an additional 147 Mb or 12.0% of sequence compared to the total length of 211 

graph nodes in the Huxu genome (1.09 Gb). 212 

The 109 Mb of additional sequence is closer to previous estimates of total variation in diverse 213 

groups of chickens [40–43] than 147 Mb, suggesting overestimation by PGGB. Comparative 214 

examination of graph structures revealed that much of the additional sequence in the PGGB graph is 215 

likely due to regions of assemblies that are homologous but were not properly aligned by the pipeline, 216 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/09KK+FUvk+zsrI+zYXS
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causing large bubbles and loose ends in the graph (Supplementary Figure S3). Another source of 217 

additional sequence in this graph is duplications that are treated as simple insertions, leading to the 218 

same sequence occurring twice in the graph; one example of this occurs in the K locus, which we 219 

discuss below. For these reasons, we used only the minigraph-cactus graph for most subsequent 220 

analyses. 221 

  222 

Cataloging of variants present in input assemblies 223 

 A pangenome graph contains the variation present in the input assemblies, and can thus be 224 

used to genotype the input assemblies compared to one chosen as a reference, based on deviations 225 

from this reference path. We chose bGalGal1b for the reference as it is the highest-quality RefSeq-226 

annotated chicken reference genome currently available. In total, we found 15 million variants present 227 

in at least one of the other 29 haplotypes compared to bGalGal1b. 12 million of these variants are 228 

SNVs (Figure 1a). This is a smaller number of total SNVs than has been detected in large panel studies 229 

[42,43], which is likely a result of the smaller sample size of our experiment, with 30 haplotypes 230 

compared to 678 in [42]. We found a similar total length of deleted sequence, 19.2 Mb, as a previous 231 

study based on long read alignments, 19.7 Mb [41]. However, we were able to recover 18.5 Mb of 232 

inserted sequence, while the previous study recovered only 6.74 Mb [41] (Figure 1a). Although 233 

distributions of lengths of deletions found previously by read alignment and by our pangenome 234 

method were broadly similar, we found more long insertions than was possible with long-read 235 

alignment (Figure 1b). 236 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/zYXS+zsrI
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/zsrI
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/FUvk
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/FUvk
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The B cell receptor gene IGLL1, which has been used as a marker for plasma B cells in chicken 237 

[44], contains examples of these different kinds of variation. The overall structure of the pangenome 238 

graph of IGLL1 shows that there are many small variants, as well as two SVs (Figure 2). By encoding 239 

the presence of small variants and their allele frequencies into the reference (Figure 2a), alignment to 240 

pangenomes has been shown to reduce reference bias compared to a linear reference [24], which we 241 

confirm below for our chicken pangenome. For example, for the SNV shown in Figure 2a, short reads 242 

containing the non-reference allele are in less danger of mapping incorrectly as the aligner is aware of 243 

the 17% chance of an A in this position of the genome. 244 

The larger of the two SVs in the pangenome graph of IGLL1 is a ~5kb deletion relative to 245 

bGalGal1b present in only one haplotype of one chicken, UCD312 (Figure 2b). By recording this low-246 

frequency deletion in the reference, the pangenome method ensures that reads from resequenced 247 

chickens containing the deletion are able to map to both flanking sequences through edge e1 without 248 

splitting, which would introduce a potential source of error. 249 

Finally, a ~300bp insertion relative to bGalGal1b demonstrates how a pangenome graph is able 250 

to losslessly represent nested variation (Figure 2c). The SNVs and indels within the inserted sequence 251 

are encoded in the exact same way as they would be in reference sequence, giving a full picture of the 252 

variation present in this region. 253 

 254 

Disentangling a tandem repeat and viral insertion at the K locus 255 

 The K locus, short for “short wing” (kürzer Flügel), is a region of chrZ with an early feathering 256 

(EF) allele and a late feathering (LF) allele [45,46]. The EF allele contains single copies of the genes 257 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ENvF
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/iJqB
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/BLzF+CVGt
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PRLR and SPEF2. The LF allele contains a tandem duplication of parts of both genes [47], and often, 258 

but not always [48,49], an insertion of the sequence of the avian leukosis virus ev21. The reference 259 

genome bGalGal1b has the EF allele and no ev21 insertion, so genotyping the K locus in other 260 

chickens using this reference is difficult as ev21 has a length of 9,679 bp [49], an order of magnitude 261 

longer than the maximum insertion size that can be genotyped with short reads and a linear reference 262 

[31]. As such, it is a region that can be more accurately genotyped with the use of a pangenome graph 263 

approach. 264 

 We first created a one-dimensional representation of the minigraph-cactus pangenome graph 265 

structure of the K locus colored by path coverage, as a node through which the same haplotype path 266 

travels more than once indicates a duplication (Figure 3a). This representation shows that while most 267 

of the haplotypes represented in the pangenome graph contain only one copy of this locus, Huxu has a 268 

duplicated region and an insertion. The 2x path coverage region in Huxu covers parts of both PRLR 269 

and SPEF2, consistent with the tandem duplication found by Elferink et al. [47]. We also found a 270 

misassembly in bGalGal1w, with unassigned scaffolds containing the sequence (see Supplementary 271 

Note 1 and Supplementary Figure S4). Furthermore, Huxu contains an insertion relative to the 272 

reference sequence bGalGal1b. Alignment verified that the inserted sequence is the ev21 genome. 273 

 Next, to better understand the structure of the locus, we created a two-dimensional 274 

representation of the graph at this locus (Figure 3b-d). This representation of the graph shows the 275 

tandem duplication as a junction where a path can either leave the K locus or repeat it (Figure 3c), and 276 

the insertion as a loop containing the ev21 genome covered only by Huxu (Figure 3d). 277 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ObHw
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/glIl+wxiU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/wxiU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/KRxD
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ObHw
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 Finally, to view the alleles linearly, we used the “untangle” function of ODGI to lay out each 278 

haplotype (Figure 3e). The resulting gene layout of the two alleles is consistent with previous 279 

knowledge about the structure of the locus [47–49]. 280 

 Repeating this process using the PGGB graph, we found that the PGGB graph did not contain 281 

the ev21 insertion, and treated the tandem duplication as a simple insertion rather than a duplication. 282 

Given the dependence of the PGGB output on good parameter choices, and previous demonstrations 283 

that PGGB graphs of small complex regions such as the human MHC can accurately reconstruct the 284 

structure of these loci, we hypothesize that choosing parameters specific to the level of divergence 285 

present at complex loci is necessary for PGGB to accurately reconstruct them. 286 

 287 

Use as a reference for resequencing and genotyping 288 

Given the improvements in accuracy and recall of genotyping shown in other species by using 289 

pangenome graph-based methods, we set out to demonstrate the usefulness of our pangenome 290 

representations for alignment and genotyping. For this, we used simulated short reads as well as short 291 

reads from 100 domestic and wild chickens (Supplementary Table 2). For comparison between linear 292 

and graph-based methods, we called genotypes using both linear alignments to bGalGal1b as well as 293 

graph alignments to our pangenomes. 294 

 For downstream use by existing short-read genotype callers, alignments must be converted 295 

from graph coordinates to linear coordinates; this process is called surjection. Alignment of short reads 296 

to the PGGB graph and surjection to bGalGal1b was infeasible, with a throughput of only 1.6 reads 297 

per CPU-second on a test set of 10k paired-end reads, and inability to complete alignment of a larger 298 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ObHw+glIl+wxiU
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test set of 1M paired-end reads without running out of memory with 250 GB allocated to the job. 299 

Further investigation revealed that surjection was the bottleneck, as graph alignment without 300 

subsequent surjection had a throughput of 147 reads per CPU-second and a maximum memory usage 301 

of 31GB for the 1M test set. By comparison, alignment of the 1M test set to the minigraph-cactus 302 

graph followed by surjection to bGalGal1b had a throughput of 500 reads per CPU-second and a 303 

maximum memory usage of 24GB, and minimap2 could align 1832 reads per CPU-second to 304 

bGalGal1b with 5.4 GB memory (Figure 4a-b). 305 

 In order to compare accuracy of graph alignment to linear alignment, we simulated one 306 

million pairs of paired-end reads and aligned them to both the cactus-minigraph pangenome with VG 307 

giraffe and the linear bGalGal1b reference with minimap2. Giraffe performed better than minimap at 308 

every level of stringency, based on what percentage of all reads were mapped correctly (Figure 4c). 309 

 To test the downstream effects of these differences in mapping accuracy, we genotyped 100 310 

chickens from diverse breeds using both giraffe pangenome alignments and minimap linear alignments 311 

of 10-15x coverage short reads, and compared the results between the two methods (Figure 5). While 312 

the two methods found similar sets of SNVs (Figure 5a) and indels (Figure 5b), there were substantial 313 

differences. Agreement was unsurprisingly higher for SNVs, although the pipeline using giraffe 314 

alignments found a larger number with a quality score of at least 10 than the pipeline using minimap 315 

(Figure 5a). For variants found by both methods, per-sample SNV concordance had a mean of 97.9% 316 

with a standard deviation of 9.1% (Figure 5c). Indel concordance was lower, with a mean of 94.0% and 317 

a standard deviation of 12.9% (Figure 5d). 318 
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 To determine whether reference bias is a factor in the different genotyping results between the 319 

two methods, we examined the proportion of mapped reads containing the reference allele at putative 320 

heterozygous SNV sites. Reference bias across these sites, which we define as the difference between 321 

the mean fraction of reads containing the alternate allele and the expected alternate allele fraction of 322 

0.5, is lower for all of the 100 chickens when using pangenome alignment instead of linear alignment, 323 

with a mean reference bias reduction of 38% (Figure 5e, Supplementary Figure S5). 324 

 Finally, we used the short read alignments to the pangenome graph to genotype the K locus 325 

based on edge coverage (Figure 5f). All of these chickens are female and thus only have one copy of the 326 

Z-linked K locus. Of the 100 chickens, 23 have the ev21 insertion (ev21+) and 24 have the tandem 327 

repeat (late feathering/LF). As found in previous studies [48,49], the ev21 insertion and the tandem 328 

duplication are not inextricably linked, although they do usually appear together: three chickens, all 329 

standard Rhode Island breeds, have the ev21 insertion but not the tandem repeat, and four chickens, 330 

two Silkies and two Cochins, have the tandem repeat but not the ev21 insertion. 331 

 332 

Discussion 333 

 With the quickly accumulating numbers of haplotype-resolved genomes for many species, the 334 

pangenome model of integrated presentation of within-species variation stands to become ubiquitous 335 

[29,30]. Such resources already exist for other livestock such as swine [50] and cattle [51,52]. One of 336 

the greatest advantages of pangenome references in other species has been the capture of sequences not 337 

present in linear reference genomes. Compared to the nearly complete assembly of the Huxu chicken 338 

genome, our pangenome graph contains 109 Mb of additional sequence. Some of this additional 339 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/glIl+wxiU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/vawB+0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/2ahD
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/NVKH+JvHw
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sequence comes from SNVs or small indels that are relatively straightforward to represent in the 340 

context of a linear reference, and some of it is made up of nodes whose sequences are similar to nodes 341 

traversed by the Huxu assembly, but are represented separately. Thus, the true accessory genome 342 

length is likely less than 109 Mb compared to Huxu. Nonetheless, the tripling of total insertion length 343 

detectable using this pangenome compared to long read alignments shows that much of this additional 344 

sequence is made up of variation that cannot be represented in a traditional linear reference genome, 345 

and therefore, many reads from these regions of the genome cannot be mapped to a linear reference as 346 

it does not contain the parts of the genome the reads came from. By adding additional assembled 347 

chicken genomes of more diverse origins this amount of novel sequence will grow. 348 

 While other studies have presented multiple alignments of chickens as pangenomes [34,35], 349 

our graph-based approach, which uses assemblies based on long and highly accurate PacBio HiFi reads 350 

as well as one near-complete assembly, allows the pangenome to be used not just as a method for 351 

cataloging variation present in the input assemblies, but also as a reference for future resequencing 352 

studies. By comparing pipelines using linear versus pangenome alignments of short reads to genotype 353 

100 chickens from diverse breeds, we demonstrated the improved alignment performance of 354 

pangenome alignment over linear alignment, and showed the downstream effects of these 355 

improvements on genotyping. Unfortunately, there does not yet exist a high-confidence truth set of 356 

variant calls for chickens as there does for humans [16], so we cannot compare the accuracy of these 357 

differing genotype calls. Nonetheless, given the improvements in alignment performance we have 358 

shown in chicken with both simulated and real reads, and the improvements in genotyping 359 

demonstrated in human and yeast by using the giraffe pangenome aligner [9,30], we predict that the 360 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/LmgT+4Xc1
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/fe2W
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC+i8IW
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genotypes we inferred using giraffe pangenome alignment are substantially more accurate than those 361 

we inferred using linear alignment. 362 

Our determination of the structure of the K locus and subsequent genotyping demonstrates 363 

the power of pangenome graphs in the study of loci containing complex structural variants. The initial 364 

discovery of the insertion of an endogenous avian leukosis virus in the late feathering allele required 365 

cell culture work [53], and a later study establishing the tandem repeat [47] necessitated extensive 366 

quantitative PCR experiments targeted at 20 different segments of the locus. Although the latter was 367 

performed after a linear reference genome was available, this reference, like all subsequent versions of 368 

the reference genome for chicken, contains the early feathering allele and no ev21 insertion at the K 369 

locus, and no current method can reliably genotype SVs of this size using short reads and a linear 370 

reference [31]. More recent work on the relationship between the ev21 insertion and the late 371 

feathering phenotype, though undertaken after improved reference genomes and large amounts of 372 

public sequencing data from different breeds of chickens became available, also relied on targeted 373 

PCR [48,49]. In contrast, we were able to replicate these findings using only existing short-read whole 374 

genome sequencing data and pangenome methods. We expect that our pangenome, and future 375 

pangenomes using telomere-to-telomere genome assemblies, which exist for increasing numbers of 376 

species [54–58] but not yet chickens, will enable discoveries about complex structural variation at 377 

important immune loci such as the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and T cell receptor gene 378 

(TCR), providing insight into the genetic diversity necessary to fight evolving pathogen threats in this 379 

major worldwide source of protein, which also threaten wildlife with increasing frequency [59]. 380 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/tcVd
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ObHw
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/KRxD
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/glIl+wxiU
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/TCPb+WWE4+oJfm+zsHE+6J2h
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/lbr1
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The current best-performing pangenome-based SV calling pipeline [9] surjects graph 381 

alignments to linear coordinates, losing information in the process, and uses proprietary hardware and 382 

software optimized for human data. Thus, at this stage we did not attempt to genotype all SVs in the 383 

chickens with short-read data. Given the lack of ground truth SV data in chickens, we focussed on a 384 

single locus that has already undergone targeted genotyping from a wide variety of chicken breeds, and 385 

were able to confirm previous knowledge of the combinations of alleles present at this locus. We look 386 

forward to the development of open-source SV calling pipelines that perform well on non-human 387 

genomes and take full advantage of the information present in graph alignments. 388 

 389 

Conclusions 390 

 In this paper, we have presented the first pangenome graph reference for the domestic chicken. 391 

We show its utility as a catalog of variation, including structural variation too large or complex to be 392 

detected using previous methods, and as a reference for the alignment of short reads. Given the 393 

improvements we have demonstrated in this model over a linear reference, we expect this pangenome, 394 

and new versions with additional broadly diverse chicken breeds incorporated, to serve as a resource to 395 

the community for future resequencing studies as well as investigation of complex loci, especially in 396 

immune-related genes. 397 

 398 

Methods 399 

Sequencing and assembly of bGalGal4 and bGalGal5 400 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/i8IW
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 One female Ross 308 (Aviagen) and one female Cobb 550 (Cobb-Vantress), both commercial 401 

broiler chickens, were euthanized in the framework of a research experiment at 38 days of age. Cardiac 402 

puncture was immediately employed to collect 12 aliquots of 100 ul of blood in tubes with EDTA and 403 

1 ml of ethanol >99.7% from each animal. Samples were frozen at -20 °C.  404 

For both assemblies (bGalGal4 and bGalGal5), we followed the VGP 2.0 pipeline [12]. We 405 

generated 32x Pacbio HiFi data on a Sequel IIe, and then used cutadapt [60] to trim off adapters that 406 

were not trimmed in the Pacbio software processing. We assembled contigs using HiFiasm v0.14 [61], 407 

generating a semi-haplotyped phased primary contig and alternate contig assembly. From the primary 408 

assembly, we removed false haplotype duplication and placed them in the alternate using purge_dups 409 

v1.2.5 [62]. We then scaffolded the contigs with Bionano Genomics optical maps (319x and 459x 410 

respectively), generated on a Saphyr instrument using DLE label, with Bionano Solve. We then further 411 

scaffolded with Arima Genomics Hi-C v2 (65x and 122x respectively), using salsa v2.2 [63]. The 412 

primary assembly was then curated using gEVAL [64], structural errors corrected, and chromosomes 413 

named according to their numbers in the bGalGal1 GRC7g reference. 10X Genomics data were also 414 

generated, and used for orthogonal validation, but not scaffolding. The primary and alternate 415 

assemblies were deposited in NCBI under accession numbers GCA_027557775.1 (bGalGal4) and 416 

GCA_027408465.1 (bGalGal5), and all data are available in Genome Ark 417 

https://genomeark.github.io/genomeark-all/Gallus_gallus/. 418 

 419 

Sequencing and assembly of additional chickens 420 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/xBSB
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/eMeq
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/SKBI
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/wBBT
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/44kr
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/ZW5b
https://genomeark.github.io/genomeark-all/Gallus_gallus/
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High molecular weight (HMW) DNA from blood of 13 juvenile male chickens 421 

(Supplementary Table 1), maintained and bled under ADOL IACUC-approved Animal Use Protocol 422 

#2019-15 for breeder management, was sequenced on the Pacific BioSciences Sequel IIe. HMW 423 

samples were sheared using a Diagenode Megarupter3 shearing device targeting 18-22KB fragments. 424 

Libraries were prepared with the PacBio SMRTbell Prep Kit 3.0. Library size distribution was 425 

determined on the Agilent Femto Pulse and a Qubit fluorometer was used to measure concentration. 426 

Sequencing polymerase was bound to the SMRTbell libraries with the Binding Kit 3.2, and run on 427 

Sequel IIe with the Sequel II Sequencing Kit 2.0 and SMRT Cell 8M. HiFi data was collected with 428 

Instrument Control Software Version 11.0 and Chemistry Bundle 11.0 with a movie time of 30 hours. 429 

The On Plate Loading Concentration was 130pmolar. 430 

 HiFi reads for each of the chickens were assembled into contigs using hifiasm v0.18.9 [37] 431 

with default options. Both haplotypes output by hifiasm were used in subsequent analyses. 432 

 433 

Creation of PGGB pangenome 434 

We constructed a pangenome reference from the five input assemblies bGalGal1b, 435 

bGalGal1w, bGalGal4, bGalGal5, and HuxuT2T (Table “assemblies”). First, we extracted 436 

chromosome sequences from the assemblies and gave them names according to the PanSN-spec, in the 437 

format of “[assembly name]#[chromosome name]”, e.g., “bGalGal4#chr5”. We partitioned the 438 

assemblies into 41 communities, one for each chromosome, and then constructed a pangenome graph 439 

for each chromosome separately. Due to disagreements in the naming of microchromosomes among 440 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/B2qG
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the five assemblies, some of the communities contain chromosomes named differently in the different 441 

assemblies (Supplementary Table 3). 442 

For every chromosome, we constructed its pangenome graph using the Pangenome Graph 443 

Builder (PGGB) v0.4.1 [30]. Briefly, this pipeline uses wfmash v0.9.1 [65] to align the input 444 

assemblies, seqwish v0.7.6 [28] to build a graph from the alignments, smoothxg v0.6.5 [66] and gfaffix 445 

v0.1.3 [67] to clean up the graph, and odgi v0.7.3 [27] to visualize the graph. We first ran pggb with 446 

default parameters, except for parameter “-n” set to the number of assemblies being aligned for the 447 

chromosome in question (this number is five for most chromosomes, with the exception of sex 448 

chromosomes and some microchromosomes without full representation in all five assemblies) and “-G 449 

3079,3559”. For postprocessing and optimal visualization, we redrew the 2D graph visualization using 450 

the odgi draw command with parameters “-C -w1000”, and we redrew the 1D graph visualization by 451 

first resorting the graph based on positions in the bGalGal5 path using the command odgi sort with 452 

parameters ‘-H <(echo “bGalGal5#${chromosome_name}”) -Y’ and then drawing with the odgi viz 453 

command with default parameters.  454 

To find the optimal parameters for each chromosome, we performed a parameter sweep of the 455 

segment length (-s), mapping percent identity (-p), and minimum match length (-k) options to the 456 

pggb command. We tested every member of the cartesian product set of the parameter values s={5k, 457 

10k, 30k, 50k, 80k}, p={85, 90, 94,97}, and k={10, 19, 50, 100, 150}. We evaluated the results as 458 

suggested in PGGB documentation, using a combination of examination of graph statistics, especially 459 

node count and maximum degree, with the odgi stats command and visual inspection of the graph 460 

structure using the odgi viz output. For some microchromosomes, we made more granular 461 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0qfC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/8LdJ
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/rq70
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/KOZD
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/bQ3t
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/cCiq
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adjustments to the parameters to fine-tune their graphs. Supplementary Table 3 shows the final 462 

parameters chosen for each chromosome. 463 

Finally, we created a single pangenome graph containing the respective connected component 464 

for each community using the odgi squeeze command with default parameters. This resulted in a 465 

single graph file with extension “.og” that is easily convertible to other sequence graph formats such as 466 

GFA and VG. 467 

 468 

Creation of minigraph-cactus pangenome 469 

We ran the minigraph-cactus pipeline [39] using the cactus v2.4.2 Docker image and a 470 

nextflow pipeline built for this purpose [68]. As input, we used the five chromosome-level assemblies 471 

in Table 1, the alternate haplotypes of bGalGal4 and bGalGal5, and both haplotype assemblies of an 472 

additional 13 chickens listed in Supplementary Table 1. We specified bGalGal1b as the reference, 473 

because although it is not the highest-quality assembly, it is the best RefSeq-annotated assembly on 474 

NCBI, so we wanted to call variants against it downstream. 475 

 476 

Additional sequence analysis 477 

 We determined the amount of additional sequence contributed to the graph by each sample 478 

through an iterative process. First, we removed all nodes traversed by the Huxu assembly from the 479 

graph as it is the most complete assembly. Then, for each remaining bird, we summed up the length of 480 

all nodes traversed by either haplotype of this bird, found the bird with the largest sum, and removed 481 

all nodes traversed by this bird’s haplotypes from the graph. We repeated this process until there were 482 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/oVb4
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/pS81
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no samples remaining. The python program we wrote for this purpose is included in the repository 483 

cited in the Code Availability statement. 484 

 485 

Format conversions and subgraph extraction 486 

 To convert GFAv1.1 format as output by minigraph-cactus to OG format, we used the 487 

command “vg convert -gfW” to convert to GFAv1.0, and then “odgi build -g -Os” to build an OG 488 

graph out of the GFAv1.0 file. 489 

 To convert GBZ format to HG format, we used the command “vg convert”. 490 

 To convert HG format to GFA format, we used the command “vg convert -f”. 491 

 To convert OG format to GFA format, we used the command “odgi view -a -g”. 492 

 To extract regions from graphs in HG format, we used the command “vg find -p 493 

‘bGalGal1b#[chromosome]:[start]-[end]’”. 494 

 To extract regions from graphs in OG format, we used the command “odgi extract -d0 -E -r 495 

‘bGalGal1b#[chromosome]:[start]-[end]’”. 496 

 497 

Genotyping input assemblies 498 

Both assembly-based graph construction pipelines, pggb and minigraph-cactus, can output vcf 499 

files containing genotypes for the input assemblies relative to the reference, in our case bGalGal1b. 500 

Minigraph-cactus does this by default; pggb does with the addition of the option “-V ‘bGalGal1b:#:’”. 501 

Where necessary, we concatenated vcf files for each chromosome into a single genome-wide vcf using 502 

the bcftools concat command v1.15.1 [69]. 503 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/H9WN
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 504 

Graph visualization 505 

To visualize specific regions of the pangenome graph, we first looked up coordinates relative to 506 

bGalGal1b on RefSeq, extracted them from the graph, output in GFA format, and visualized using 507 

bandage v0.8.1 [70]. Commands for extraction and conversion are given under the heading “Format 508 

conversions and subgraph extraction.” 509 

 510 

Read simulation 511 

 We simulated reads using the “vg sim” command with a nucleotide substitution error rate of 512 

0.24% as estimated by Pfeiffer et al. [71] and an indel error rate of 0.029% as in [9]. 513 

 514 

Sequencing of short read chickens 515 

 We sampled 236 chickens from 62 breeding farms that specialize in heritage and rare chicken 516 

breeds in May and December 2021. In short, we collected 0.5 - 2 mL of blood from each bird by 517 

puncturing the brachial vein with a syringe (gauge size 18.5 - 28 depending on the size of the bird). 518 

The blood was immediately expelled through the syringe into K2EDTA vacutainers and stored on dry 519 

ice. Upon arrival at the lab, the blood samples were transferred to a -80 C freezer. DNA was extracted 520 

using the QIAamp Fast DNA Tissue Kit. Library preparation and sequencing were performed at BGI 521 

Group. Libraries were prepared using a DNA short-insert protocol for 150 bp paired-end reads and 522 

sequenced on the DNBseq platform. 7 samples failed to be sequenced due to low quality, so were 523 

excluded from further analyses. We chose a subset of 100 of these samples for the final analysis. 524 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/dETX
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/xvTM
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/i8IW
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 525 

Short read alignment 526 

 To align short reads to the PGGB graph, we first converted the graph to GFA format using the 527 

command “odgi view -g” and then converted the GFA format to GBZ format [72] and created giraffe 528 

indices from the output with the command “vg autoindex -w giraffe”. The minigraph-cactus pipeline 529 

outputs all indices necessary to run giraffe by default, so no further processing was necessary to prepare 530 

it for alignment of reads with giraffe. 531 

 To test timing and memory usage, we arbitrarily chose a publicly available set of short reads 532 

from a chicken (SRR9967588) and subsetted the first 1 million pairs. This test failed for alignment to 533 

the PGGB graph due to running out of memory, but a smaller subset of 10,000 read pairs was 534 

successful. We aligned the test set of reads to the graph using the command “vg giraffe” with 535 

arguments “-o BAM”. Because the PGGB graph does not contain a reference sequence like the 536 

minigraph-cactus graph, we additionally specified the reference chromosomes with the arguments “--537 

ref-paths bGalGal1b_paths.tsv”, where bGalGal1b_paths.tsv is a tab-separated file containing a list of 538 

all chromosomes in bGalGal1b and their sizes. For comparison to alignment to a linear reference with 539 

minimap2 v2.24 [73], we created a short-read minimap index of bGalGal1b with the command 540 

“minimap2 -x sr -d” and then aligned reads to it with the command “minimap2 -a” piped to “samtools 541 

view -bh” with samtools v1.16.1 [69] to convert to bam format for a fair comparison, since we ran 542 

giraffe with bam output. 543 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/OUsv
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/85PX
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/H9WN
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 For alignment of short reads from 100 chickens, we ran vg giraffe with default options, 544 

outputting the results in GAM format. We surjected the GAM files to BAM format with bGalGal1b 545 

as the reference genome using the command “vg surject” with default options. 546 

 547 

Comparison of linear and graph alignments with simulated reads 548 

 To compare the accuracy of alignments of simulated reads between linear and graph aligners, 549 

we aligned the simulated reads both to the bGalGal1b linear reference using minimap2 and to the 550 

pangenome graph reference using giraffe, as described above. We converted the minimap2 output to 551 

GAM format using the command “vg inject”, and then compared the minimap2 and giraffe GAMs to 552 

the truth set using “vg gamcompare”, all as in [9]. 553 

 554 

Genotyping 555 

 We genotyped the 100 chickens based on these alignments using elprep [74] v5.1.2, a 556 

multithreaded reimplementation of GATK. Briefly, we generated an elfasta sequence reference for 557 

bGalGal1b using the command “elprep fasta-to-elfasta”, created a list of sites from the minigraph-558 

cactus vcf output with SVs larger than 1000bp filtered out using the command “elprep vcf-to-elsites”, 559 

and ran the “sfm” command with settings as recommended in the manual to generate a gvcf for each 560 

bird, which we then combined into a single gvcf with GATK CombineGVCFs and joint genotyped 561 

with GATK GenotypeGVCFs [17]. The location of our scripts for genotyping, as well as all other 562 

analyses in this paper, is given in the Data Availability section. 563 

 564 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/i8IW
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/RyUC
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/6YGL
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Genotyping method comparison 565 

 To compare the respective outputs of the giraffe- and minimap-based genotyping pipelines, we 566 

used bcftools v1.17 [69] command “isec -c some” to create four vcf files: variants only detected by the 567 

giraffe pipeline, variants only detected by the minimap pipeline, giraffe pipeline calls of variants 568 

detected by both pipelines, and minimap pipeline calls of variants detected by both pipelines. We 569 

counted variants with QUAL>=10 in all of these files, subsetting by variant type with “bcftools view -570 

v [snp|indel]”. To compare the per-sample calls made by the respective methods for variants detected 571 

by both, we used “bcftools merge --force-samples” to create a single vcf containing calls made by both 572 

methods, and then used a custom python script (included in code availability) to calculate the percent 573 

agreement for each variant. 574 

 575 

Reference bias estimation 576 

 We estimated the amount of reference bias by calculating the mean fraction of reads mapping 577 

to putative heterozygous sites containing the alternate allele, and comparing to the expected value of 578 

0.5. We define putative heterozygous sites as positions with coverage of at least 10x where the portion 579 

of reads containing the minor allele is at least 25%, as in [15]. Briefly, we filtered low-quality mappings 580 

and multimapping reads with “samtools view -F2304 -q10”, created pileups with “samtools mpileup -581 

d100 –no-BAQ”, and piped the results to a custom C program to find putative heterozygous sites and 582 

calculate alternate allele frequencies at these sites. All code used to perform this analysis is in the 583 

project’s code repository. 584 

 585 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/H9WN
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/0Zpp
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K locus genotyping 586 

 To genotype the K locus, we converted each GAM file to GAF format using the command “vg 587 

convert -G” and counted reads covering the edges e1 through e7 as shown in Figure “K locus”. We 588 

used binomial tests with p-value cutoffs of 0.05 to assign genotypes to each chicken for both the ev21 589 

insertion and the tandem duplication; chickens with both p(insertion) > 0.05 and p(no insertion) > 590 

0.05 were marked as inconclusive. 591 
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Figures 808 

 809 

Figure 1: Cataloging variation in the pangenome graph. (a) Total lengths of sequence contained 810 

in insertions (INS), deletions (DEL), and SNVs, compared between this study (“pangenome”) and 811 

read-alignment methods [41,42]. (b) Distribution of lengths of insertions and deletions found in this 812 

study compared to those found by Zhang et al. [41] using long reads shows that while long-read 813 

alignment finds more short insertions (< 1kb) than the pangenome, the larger cumulative length of 814 

insertions found by our pangenome compared to Zhang as shown in (a) is driven by long insertions 815 

(>1kb), which have a larger effect on cumulative length. (c) A hypothetical schematic of how nested 816 

variation can evolve: an insertion mutation is followed by a later single nucleotide mutation, resulting 817 

in an insertion relative to the reference that contains a segregating site. A genotype against a linear 818 

https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/zsrI+FUvk
https://paperpile.com/c/BZzDAS/FUvk
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reference would represent these as three different alleles, whereas a pangenome conserves the nested 819 

structure of this variation.  820 
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 821 

 822 

Figure 2: A visual representation of the pangenome graph for the gene IGLL1. (a) IGLL1 823 

contains many SNVs, including one at bGalGal1b#chr15:7,955,357, in its coding sequence. The 824 

graph of this SNV shows that while all 30 haplotypes have the same sequence before and after the 825 

SNV, 25 haplotypes have G in this position and 5 have A. (b) The pangenome of IGLL1 contains a 826 

~5kb deletion compared to bGalGal1b in one haplotype of a single individual, UCD312. At the 827 



41 

juncture in the pangenome graph where the deletion haplotype branches from the rest, this haplotype 828 

follows edge e1 to skip the sequence in the loop, while the other 29 haplotypes follow edge e2 to 829 

include the sequence, and then e3 to join back with the deletion haplotype afterwards. (c) IGLL1 also 830 

contains a ~300bp insertion compared to bGalGal1b in 22 haplotypes. The inserted sequence contains 831 

SNVs, so while a linear representation of this insertion considers each version of the insertion as a 832 

different allele, the pangenome graph is able to correctly record it as a biallelic variant (i.e., insertion or 833 

no insertion) containing additional variable sites. Furthermore, reads can align to this sequence in the 834 

pangenome but would be left unmapped when aligning to bGalGal1b as it does not contain this 835 

sequence.  836 
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 837 

Figure 3: Disentangling complex variation at the K locus with the pangenome graph. (a) A 838 

one-dimensional view of the pangenome subgraph for the K locus, with nodes colored by path 839 

coverage (i.e., the number of times a haplotype path passes through them) and the locations of the 840 

genes PRLR and SPEF2 denoted. Huxu shows double path coverage of part of the locus, as well as an 841 

insertion. Alignment verified that this insertion contains the sequence of the avian leukosis virus ev21. 842 

(b) A two-dimensional view of the same graph, showing both the tandem duplication and the ev21 843 

insertion. (c) At the junction where the paths containing the tandem duplication deviate from the 844 
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paths that do not, all paths begin by traversing edge e1 and moving through most of the sequence of 845 

the K locus. However, at the e2/e3 fork, a path can either traverse e2 to leave the K locus, or traverse e3 846 

and e4 to include a tandem duplication of parts of PRLR and SPEF2. (d) A more detailed view of the 847 

ev21 insertion, showing the two possible paths at this juncture: a path can traverse edge e5 to skip the 848 

insertion, or it can traverse edge e6, then the ev21 sequence, then e7, to include the insertion. (e) 849 

Linear untangled view of the locus, confirming previous studies of the structure of the locus, with a 850 

tandem duplication of parts of both genes and an insertion of the ev21 sequence.  851 
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 852 

Figure 4: Comparing pangenome and linear aligner performance for short reads. (a-b) 853 

Alignment of short reads with VG giraffe is more memory-efficient (a) and faster (b) when aligning to 854 

the minigraph-cactus (MC) pangenome graph compared to the PGGB graph. Linear alignment with 855 

minimap2 is the fastest and most memory-efficient. (c) A larger percentage of all simulated reads is 856 

correctly aligned with giraffe regardless of how permissive the minimum map quality filter is. 857 
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 858 

Figure 5: Genotyping 100 diverse chickens. (a-b) Counts in millions of common and different 859 

SNVs (a) and indels (b) found by genotyping pipelines using giraffe vs. minimap as the aligner. Only 860 

variants with a quality score of at least 10 are considered. (c-d) Concordance distributions for SNVs (c) 861 

and indels (d) detected by both genotyping methods with QUAL>=10. (e) Mean fractions per sample 862 

of mapped reads containing the alternate allele at putative heterozygous sites show that giraffe 863 

alignments contain less reference bias for every chicken, as they deviate less from the expected value of 864 

0.5. Sample information in Supplementary Table 2 and full plot for all 100 chickens in Supplementary 865 

Figure S5. (f) Genotyping 100 chickens at the K locus reproduces previous results finding that while 866 

most chickens with the late feathering allele (LF) also have an ev21 insertion at the K locus (ev21+), 867 

some chickens have the late feathering allele without an ev21 insertion. 868 
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